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conditions. A light, clammy northern breeze gently fanned
a thick damp mist, out of which a very pale sun climbed
feebly into the sky. Until well past mid-day visibility was
seriously limited by the haze, but it mattered little. There
was nothing to see that was different from what lay before
our noses—a gradual crescendo of deeper and ever deeper
valleys with correspondingly higher ridges as we advanced
southward. The baggage train had been sent on two hours or
more ahead of us but its tracks had already been obliterated
by the driving sand. Here and there a patch of Abal bushes
showed up like a fence on the higher levels, while at the foot
of one ridge the thinnest imaginable line of green Andab
grass created a veritable sensation. Two years ago they
reported rain from these parts, said *Ali, and look ! the first
signs of its fruit! Maybe there is life ahead. His hopes were
not altogether fulfilled by our experience but some of the
later valleys did look rather better.
We halted in one of them for a brief space at mid-day to let
the camels feed on the Abal, which had now begun to be deco-
rated with the characteristic pink tassels that give the shrub so
jaunty an appearance in springtime. This valley was the first
of a series similar to those of Tasrat but named Ma j ari1 Ma'shiya
from the watering of that name at a day's journey or less to
the eastward with briny but potable water at 11 fathoms.
Beyond it to the east lies the watering of Manjurat2 al Hadi
near Mr. Thomas' route and named after the famous grand-
father or more remote ancestor of his Marri guide. Another
desert plant that now reappeared for the first time since our
passage out of Jafura was the Alqa, green and already put-
ting forth its tiny yellow blossoms. A few Desert Warblers
were seen in these parts and some solitary locusts had been
noted, but I was not prepared to see a butterfly. At first I
thought the sudden flash of brown was an optical illusion, but
I soon discovered that it was not. I may have seen a score
or more of them thereafter during a month's wanderings in
1 Majari (plural of Majra) means " channels,"
* Manjura means " carved out" from the root Najar (carpentering).
The name Miniyur, given by Mr. Thomas for another locality, is more pro-
perly Manjur pronounced with the typical softening of the J.

